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ReC09nillon of Hector Sanchez for his strong
support to students
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t 2020

Hector Sanchez has served as the Counselor for Mt. San Antonio College (Mt. SAC)
EOPS Program. His dedication to students has impacted not only those that are in the
EOPS Program, but also the Mt. SAC Community. Mr. Sanchez, a UCLA graduate in
Chicano and Chicana Studies, has been an amazing counselor to many first-year
college students that are in need ofguidance. Furthermore, his advice and
encouragement have helped navigate numerous students through the community
college experience. Mr. Sanchez is also always in support ofstudents who are in need
ofhelp. Moreover, he has helped students attain the opportunity to develop their
experience with leadership roles. His constant encouragement to students on
accomplishing their goals has fostered tremendous help in boosting their confidence.

Whereas:

Mr. Hector Sanchez has been a counselor to students ofdifferent stages in life. He is
open to learning from students and how to also better educate those students that are
open to looking at an outcome with a different perspective. Moreover, Mr. Sanchez
truly is one ofa kind counselor. Even during the COVID-19 pandemic, Mr. Sanchez
helped a lot ofstudents with the whole transfer process questions under these different
circumstances. In addition, he wanted to know iftheir admission to a university will
be impacted by all the changes going on. He is always looking out for his students and
very much encourages them to get involved with however they can on campus. He has
created a place where one could be proud ofone's culture. Mr. Hector Sanchez is the
representation and iconic example ofa Latino achieving the American Dream, as well
as inspiring many Latinos to do the same. We are very grateful for his humbling
service to our wonderful Mt. San Antonio community college. 1t would be an honor to
recognize a committed, supportive, and incredible counselor like Mr. Hector Sanchez.

Whereas:

Mr. Hector Sanchez supports Associated Students events by promoting them to their
students, as well as encouraging and supporting current and future student leaders.

